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The English Springer Spaniel is a breed of gun dog in the Spaniel family traditionally used for flushing and
retrieving game. It is an affectionate, excitable breed with a typical lifespan of twelve to fourteen years. They
are very similar to the Welsh Springer Spaniel and are descended from the Norfolk or Shropshire Spaniels of
the mid-19th ...
English Springer Spaniel - Wikipedia
The English Cocker Spaniel is a breed of gun dog. The English Cocker Spaniel is an active, good-natured,
sporting dog standing well up at the withers and compactly built. There are "field" or "working" cockers and
"show" cockers.
English Cocker Spaniel - Wikipedia
The English Springer is the highest on the leg of all the Land Spaniels and he shares the same ancestry as
the other spaniels. When classification took place, selective breeding for size and colour followed and that
stabilised type.
Spaniel (English Springer) - The Kennel Club
How does ESSFT.COM help you? Thank you for stopping by essft.com. We are the clearinghouse of field
events for field-bred English Springer Spaniels -- and the people who love them.
English Springer Spaniel Field Trials
Foto aufgenommen an der Club-Show 2016, an der sÃ¤mtliche 9 Spanielrassen vertreten waren. Der
Spaniel Club der Schweiz wurde 1921 gegrÃ¼ndet. Er ist der einzige Club in der Schweiz, welcher
verantwortlich ist fÃ¼r die Rassen English Cocker Spaniel, American Cocker Spaniel, English Springer
Spaniel, Welsh Springer Spaniel, Sussex Spaniel ...
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